Introduction

I
T HAS been known for some time that Taylor series (TS) integration is among the most efficient and accurate numerical methods in solving differential equations. However, the full benefit of the method has yet to be realized in calculating spacecraft trajectories, for two main reasons. First, most applications of Taylor series to trajectory propagation have focused on relatively simple problems of orbital motion or on specific problems and have not provided general applicability. Second, applications that have been more general have required use of a preprocessor, which inevitably imposes constraints on computational efficiency. The latter approach includes the work of Berryman et al. [1] , who solved the planetary n-body problem with relativistic effects. Their work specifically noted the computational inefficiencies arising from use of a preprocessor and pointed out the potential benefit of manually coding derivative routines.
Montenbruck's work [2] offers the only trajectory application in which Taylor series integration was implemented in a general approach without requiring a preprocessor. Limited to Earth-orbiting satellites, Montenbruck's work included oblateness effects of Earth, lunar and solar gravitation, solar radiation pressure, and atmospheric density.
In this Engineering Note, we report on a systematic effort to directly implement Taylor series integration in an operational trajectory propagation code: the Spacecraft N-Body Analysis Program (SNAP) [3] . The present Taylor series implementation is unique in that it applies to spacecraft virtually anywhere in the solar system and can be used interchangeably with another integration method.
SNAP is a high-fidelity trajectory propagator that includes force models for central body gravitation with N N harmonics, other body gravitation with N N harmonics, solar radiation pressure, atmospheric drag (for Earth orbits), and spacecraft thrusting (including shadowing). The governing equations are solved using an eighth-order Runge-Kutta Fehlberg (RKF) [4] single-step method with variable step size control.
In the present effort, TS is implemented by way of highly integrated subroutines that can be used interchangeably with RKF. This makes it possible to turn TS on or off during various phases of a mission. Current TS force models include central body gravitation with the J2 spherical harmonic, other body gravitation, thrust, constant atmospheric drag from Earth's atmosphere, and solar radiation pressure for a sphere under constant illumination.
The purpose of this Engineering Note is to demonstrate the performance of TS integration in an operational trajectory analysis code and to compare it with a standard method, eighth-order RKF. Results show that TS is 16.6 times faster on average and is more accurate in 87.5% of the cases presented.
Equations of Motion
Let X x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 ; x 5 ; x 6 ; x 7 denote the spacecraft state vector, where x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 x is the spacecraft position in Cartesian coordinates relative to an inertial frame centered at the central body, x 4 ; x 5 ; x 6 v is the spacecraft velocity relative to an inertial frame centered at the central body, and x 7 is the spacecraft mass. The equations of motion are
where a is the acceleration and _ m is the mass flow rate. a is the sum of accelerations from the central body point mass, other body point masses, thrust, atmospheric drag, solar radiation pressure, oblateness effects of the central body, and oblateness effects of other bodies, so that a a cb a ob a th a d a srp a obc a obo (2) Taylor Series Formulation
Let the state vector X have the initial condition X 0 . Within the radius of convergence, the system variables x n t can be expanded in a Taylor series:
where the reduced derivatives 
where W, F, and G are reduced derivatives. For wt ft=gt, one uses [6]
The system variables may then be expanded in a series of arbitrary degree K
for n 1; 2; . . . ; N, where N is the number of equations in the reformulated system. From t 0 , the solution is advanced to t 1 , where the step size h t 1 t 0 is determined to meet the error tolerance. From t 1 , the variables are expanded to t 2 , and so forth. Thus, by a process of "analytic continuation," one obtains a set of overlapping series solutions that cover the integration domain.
Here h is chosen so that each state vector component x n satisfies
where is the error tolerance parameter.
Results
We consider the trajectory problems in Table 1 . All calculations were run on a Dell PowerEdge 2600 with two 3.066 GHz processors and 4 GB of RAM. The source code was compiled using the Absoft Fortran 90 compiler without optimization. SNAP was run with all intermediate print and stop options turned off. All TS calculations used a series with 20 terms.
Problems 1-10 were solved for five values of from 10 10 to 10 14 . RKF results were obtained using the error tolerance n jx n j for each state vector component. Tables 2 and 3 present the CPU times for RKF and TS, respectively. Table 4 shows the ratio of RKF/TS CPU times. The average speed up for TS is 16. 6 . Tables 5 and 6 show the relative L 2 convergence of the final spacecraft position, that is, jx x f j=jx f j where x f is the final spacecraft position corresponding to 10 14 and x is the final spacecraft position corresponding to larger . TS is more converged than RKF in 35 out of 40 cases. Figures 1-5 plot CPU times versus convergence levels; the results are presented in pairs to save space. It should be noted that the impressive results in Figs. 1-5 would be somewhat less dramatic if TS were compared with a state-of-the-art Runge-Kutta solver such as DOPRI8 [7] . Table 7 shows the difference between RKF and TS in predicting final spacecraft position. The differences are primarily due to the fact that TS integrates the motion of other bodies, whereas RKF uses Jet Propulsion Laboratory DE405 Planetary and Lunar Ephemerides ephemeris files. The relatively small differences show that the TS approach of integrating other body motion is a viable alternative to using ephemeris files.
Conclusions
Direct implementation of Taylor series integration in an operational trajectory analysis code leads to major improvements in both computational speed and accuracy over a conventional eighth order Runge-Kutta method. Speed improvements are demonstrated on a wide variety of problems, including those with oblateness effects and solar radiation pressure. The main drawback is the need to extract derivative information from atmospheric density models. This is an area that requires further study. Overall, Taylor series offers the potential for very large reductions in computational time while simultaneously improving accuracy in trajectory propagation problems. 
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